Jesus went to be alone for a while. Read what happened next.

The disciples got in a boat and set off for Capernaum. It was windy and the water was rough. They rowed about 3 miles. Suddenly, they saw someone walking on the water toward them!

To find what happened next:
1.) Cross out every other letter beginning with the second one.
2.) Then, cross out every remaining letter that appears 6 or more times.
3.) Write the remaining letters in order on the lines below.

```
J C W H E K S L W M
U P S C W L S M A K
I Q W G D M I P T C
I Z S K I O W Q D G
O W N L W Q O W T H
W G B M E W A Z W G
F C R P A Z I Y D C
```

___ _____ ______ ______

“____ _______ ; ______ _______

___ _______ ____ ________!”
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Jesus told the disciples to have all the people sit down on the grass. Then what did He do?

Add and subtract letters to find out.

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z

What happened next?

Fit the pieces in the puzzle.